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SOME EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT ON FLOW 
CHARAC'l'ERIS'l'ICS 

By 

VITO A. VANONI 

California Institute of T echnology, Pasadena, Calif. 

Iwrnoouc'riON 

D espite tl1e steady advance in our knowledge of the mechanics 
o:£ sediment transportation in the last two decades, there is still no 
theory that is completely satisfactory for engineering purposes. 
With present theories it is not possible accurately to predict the 
load under equilibrium conditions, and problems concerned with 
non-equilibrium conditions can hardly be treated at all because of 
their extreme difficulty. For instance, the elementary aspect of re
sistance to flow of a sediment-carrying stream is complicated by the 
fact that not only does the boundary configuration change with sedi
ment transportation rate, but so does the internal turbulence, mo
mentum transfer, and hence the shear. Once it is realized how long 
it has taken to bring the much simpler problem of resistance of 
clear fluids to the present state of knowledge, it is not surprising 
that progress on the sediment problem is not more rapid. 

'rhe writer believes that progress with the transport problem will 
be made by studying the effects of sediment on the flow character
istics, since ultimately transport must be expressed in terms of the 
flow parameters. Accordingly, the present paper will attempt to 
clarify the nature of some of the effects of sediment on the trans
porting flows. Some unpublished data will be introduced and dis
cussed along with published results. 

EFFECT OF SEDIMEN'l' ON RESISTANCE TO Foow 
The resistance for steady uniform flow in a conduit can be ex

pressed in terms of the friction factor f defined by the Darcy-Weis
bach formula, 

L f}2 
h, = f--

4R2g 
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in which h1 is the drop in p iczonwtric head in a distance L, R is 
the hydraulic radius, g is the acceleration of gravity, and fJ ·is the 
mean velocity. li'or sediment-free flu ids f is a function of the Rey
nolds number and the roughness of the conduit boundaries, and all 
observations can be plotted on the familiar Stanton diagram. If 
sediment is being transported, the configuration of th e bottom, and 
hence the roughness, changes, and in addition there appears to be 
an internal effect within the fluid clue to the presence of suspended 
sediment. 
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In order to analyze the effects of sediment concent ration, sets of 
experiments wcr<' <:o nclucted in which t he hydraulic slope and hy
draulic radius wer e held constant an d the amount of sediment avail
able for the flow to transport wa. varied. Since only the average 
concentration "·as variNl, while the other quantities were kept con
stant, the effects of the sediment on the flow could be observed di
r ectly. The rxpcr iments wf're condueted by the author in a rectan
gular flume :33 in. wide and 60ft. long-, wh ich is described in detail 
in a previous publiea tion rlJ . Priction factors obtained are s hown 
in Fig. l. The bed of the flume was roughened with 0.88-mm sand 
cemented to the bottom and the s ides were of painted hot-rolled 
steel. 'l'he sand being tram;ported was quartz with a geometric mean 
s ieve size of 0.091 mm and a ~eometr ic standard deviation of 1.15, and 
is referred to as having a nominal size of 0.1 mm . 'l'he mean con
crntration ('"' was measut·ed b~- sampling thr flow after it had dis
charged fr om the flume into a tank ,just a head of the circulating 
pump. At this p oin t all of t he load , inelnding that moving at or near 
the bed, was suspended in the flow and was sampled. By far the 
g-reater por tion of the srd imcnt movi11 g in t he flum e was in sus
pension so that lit tle erro1· is introdueed in considering C"' to be 
the suspended load. 

It is clcat·ly seen from J•'ig. l that t he f r iction factor diminishes 
as the concentration C,, or the rate of sediment transport, i ncr cases. 
~ince in ea<:l1 of the four series of exper iments t he depth and slope 
were k ept constan t, the det t·ease in l ll'as easily detected by an in
crease in the flow rate or average ve locity . 

!-;imilar rxperiments were made by I smail !2] in a r ectangular 
p ipe 10.5 itt. wide by a in. high. Friction factors f r om expet·iments 
for two sands and fou r hydraulic gradients arc shown in li'ig. 2. The 
hydraulic g radie11 t ym·ied slightly within a set of runs as sholl'n by 
the extreme valuPs appearing in the figure. lt will be seen that the 
f1·iction factor tends to remain cons tan t or to incr ease with sedi
ment concentration, but, contrary to the r esults of Fig. 1, it shows 
a slight trndenc~' to de<:rl'Hse. The incr ease in f rict ion factor ob
served by Ismai l <'<Lll be explained as an effect of the dunes that 
form on the bed . lie descr ibed the bed conditions as observed dur
ing his experiments, but in the majority of cases the concentration 
of suspended sed imcnt was so high that the brd was obscured. Ilow
cver , in the lowest rates of fiow, Pigs. 2a and 2e, for which he was 
able to see the bed, he noted that dunes formrcl. It will be seen that 
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these ar e the cases showing most marked incr ease in f. At higher 
rates of flow, for which the friction factor did not change appre
ciably with increase in sediment load, it is probable that if dunes 
did exist on the bed, they wer e smaller than for the lowest flow 
since, as described by Gilbert [3], dunes which form at one velocity 
t end to be " ·ashed out or reduced in amplitude at some higher ve
locity. 

In the flume experiments f r om which the data of l<'ig. 1 are taken, 
dunes wer e a lso observed to form, but unfortunately no detailed 
systematic ob ervation s were made of them. 'l'hc height of the high-
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est clune observed was about one-twentieth the water depth, and its 
len gth from crest to crest was about 0.8 the depth. Figure 1 shows 
that , despite the occasional presence of dunes, the friction factors 
for sediment-laden flows were always less than for clear flows. Evi
dently, then, there is some mechanism present by which the sedi
men t reduces the resistance to flow. In these experiments it was 
sufficiently powerful to overcome eYen tJ1c effect of dunes in pro-
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clueing roughness. Tsmail and the writer have shown that the ve
locity gradient inereases as the suspended sediment load increases. 
'l'his can be bl'ought out clead.\- h.v studying the velocity profiles of 
the flows. The logarithmic wlm·ity distribution law is given by 

~- - f'mnx 2.:3 Y 
---= - log -

F.. k y,. (1) 
in which U and Umux are respect i vrly the velo(·it ies at distances of 
y andy,. from the bed, u .. is the friction velocity or Yr0 / p in which 

:F'IO. 3. VAlUATION Ot' TilE \'OX K.\ IDI AN U:-!IVEI<SAI, CONSTAN'l' k WI'l'll CoN

CEN'l'R.ATlON 01" SAND IN 'l' II E Pt,0\1' IX A l<'LUM E 33 IN. \\'!DE. 

r 0 is the shear s tress at the bed and p is the mass density of the fluid, 
and k is the von Karman universal constant. tn an open channel 
Yrn is the depth of the flow, in a rectangular pipe it is the distance 
from the bottom lo the filament having the maximum velocity. This 
equation has been found to fit mc<ISUI·ed vcloeity profiles of sedi
ment-laden flows very well and will be used here to discuss observed 
results. From Eq. (1) is obtained 

dU U.,. 

dy ky (2) 

In the sets of experiments for which the hydraulic slope and the 
depth, and hence u .. , are constant, Eq. (2) shows that the velocity 
gradient is inversely proportional to k. I n Fig. 3, k has been plotted 
against C"' for the four sets of cxperimeuts made in the 33-in. flume 
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described previous]~· . The value of k is obtained from the slope of 
the graph of the measured velocity U against log y for the velocity 
profile at the centee of the channel and the shear stress at the 
center , assuming two-dimensional flow with depth Ym· Figure 4 
shows similar data taken from the experiments of Ismail for the 
bottom half of the channel and for sands with grain sizes of 0.10 
and 0.16 mm. It will be seen that in all of the twelve sets of experi
ments r epresented by Pigs. 3 and 4, the value of k diminishes as 
the aver age concentration Cm increases. l<'rom Eq. (2 ) it can be 
seen that this means that the velocity gradient clU j cly increases as 
the concentration increases. 

The shear stress r at any level in a two-dimensional flow can be 
expressed by the Boussinesq equation 

dU 
T = p£m ely (3) 

in which £,., is the coeffici ent for momentum exchange, also some
times called the eddy vi cosity. J n any of the sets of te t. described 
above, the shear at any distance y from the bed is essentially con
stant for the set. Therefore, an increase in clU j dy means that there 
has been a decrease in the exchange coeffic ient £,. This effect has 
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been ascribed to damping of the turbulrnce by the suspended sedi
ment [1]. 

The data presented abo,·e show that, if sediment is being trans
ported in suspension in flows with a giYen h:nlntulic gradient and 
depth, the velocity gradient increases with the sediment load. The 
data also show that the friction factors of the flow may i ncreasc or 
decrease as the sediment concentration increases. l Tsing the rela
tionships for pipes I4J and making appropriate ehanges, the fric
tion factor for a two-dimensional channel can be expressed as 

__ 2.:l Ym 
\ l 8j f = A,.+- lo"' -

k b D k, (4) 

in which Dis a constant, k, is the Ntui,·alent sand roughness of the 
walls. and A,. is an empirical funC'tion, shown in Pig. 5, plotted as 
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a function of the roughness eharacteristic U*7,·,; ,, using data of 
Nikuradse [5 J. As ind i.catcd in the figure, .A ,. is giYen over the range 
from hydrodynamically smooth to rough surfaces. The above results 
are for infinitely wide channels roughened with un iform sands of 
size k 8 • However. as shown by Ken Iegan [ 6], this S<ttlle equation can 
be used for r eC'tangular channels by a proper adjustment in the 
constant D. U the walls are rough, Ar is constant and Eq. (4 ) 
shows that f will de<:rcase as both k and k 8 <len·rasr. Jn the flume 
tests (Figs. 1 and. :n, the bottom, which consisted of 0.88-mm san,l, 
was on the verge of being comp letely rough, having values of the 
roughness characteristic ranging from 30 to 60. I C the bed were 
covered with a smooth layer of the 0.1-nuu sand being transported, 
the roughness characteristic would range from :l.fi to 7.0 and Ar 
could. increase from about 8.5 to 9.6, causing some dc<:rease in f. 
However, sinee the increase in ""1,. is brought about by a decrease 
in k 8 , and sinee k was also obscrvrd to decrease (F'ig. :n, all factors 
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would act to clecrcasc f. Tn some cascs dunes wer e formed on the 
bed and must havc increasrd the rqniYfllPnt roughness k. above that 
of the 0. 8-mm sa1Hl cemen tPd to th r bottom, thus tending to in
cr ease f. In such cascs the effect of the diminis lwd k must l1ave been 
greater than that of k., sincc the n et <'ffect was to r edn<'e f. In the 
exp eriments of I smail (Fig. 2 ) for which f either incr eased or 
staycd about consta nt, the bcd r011glmess k . must have increased 
suffi cicntly to outwrigh t he effect of the dec rPase in k. 

It has bcen suggested [7] that the shape of the w locity profile 
may be affected by 1he bounuary roughncss. If th is is true, from 
Eq. ( 1 ) one would cxpect k to var.v with ronghncss. [n ordcr to 
explore this point, the data of Tikunulse I·> J on rough pipes wer e 
analyzed. This showN1 that the values of k. thc von JGtrman uni
versal con stant, did not vary apprPciably ovcr the range of these 
experiments in which the r e lat ive roughness 1'1 k, varie<l from 507 
to 1.3, r being the p ipe radius and/,·, the sand s ize used to roughen 
the pipes. The minimum value of k was 0.:~2..t anu occurred for a 
r elative roughness of 507, 1 he n ext smallest value was 0.342. The 
maximum was 0.41.) and thc average of all experiments was 0.374. 
'rhis is lrss than the average value of 0.4 used by Nikuradse and 
may be du e to the slightly different approach to fitting the curves 
to the data. Average values of k for clear water obtained by Ismail 
in a r ectangular pipe and the writer in a flume, are o.:n2 and 0.-1:07, 
1·espeetively . 

It appears from the above that k, and hence the sh ape of the 
velocity profile, does not vary apprec iably for clear fluids and that 
assuming it to be co11stant is reasonable. rrhe minim um value of k 
obtained from the Nikuradse data was 0.:32-1-, whercas with sus
pended loa<l , as shown by Figs. :3 and -1-, values of k less than 0.3 
wer e obtained frequently a nd several values fell below 0.2. In view 
of' this evidcnce, it scems safe to conclude that susp cndcd load is a 
major fador in r educing k, which lca<ls immediately to the conclu
sion that for a g iven value of the shear stress at a point in a stream, 
the velocity gradient increases as the suspendcd load incr eases. 

l N TERPRE1'A'l' ION OF 0BSER.VA'L' l0Nf,; 0~' R ESIST.\ N<'E AND VELOCI TY 

The observations of resistaJl ce and velocity referred to above can 
be explained, as was done by rsmail 121, in tcrms of the change in 
configuration of the bed an<l of the action of the su. pended sedi
ment on the turbuleu ce. The formation of dm1es on the bed increases 
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the roughness and tends to increase the fri<.:tion factor for the flow. 
Since the dunes can var,,· widely I' rom large amplitudes to essen
tially 7.Cro, depending on the velocity, the bed roughness can val'y 
over a wide range. 

'l'h<• effect of the s uspended sc<linH'nt is, as has been outlined pre
viously [1 ], a damping of the turbulence since the ener gy to sus
pend the sc<liment comes from 1 he turbulence. Pollowi ng Einstein 
and Chien [8], one can cxprC'ss the energy p er unit width and unit 
time P. re<1uircd to suspend the scdim C' n t as 

P. = (1- ~: ) YmY.Cw 

and the CllC'rgy of fri ction P" lost by the flow per un it width and 
unit time as, 

P1 - y,..y,.,US 

in which y,, alld y8 ~u·e the sp<·<·ific weig hts o r thC' water and sedi
ment, r esp<•cti vC' ly, () is the average coHcentration of sediment over 
the depth in weight p er unit volume for the s izr fract ion having a 
settling velocity w in still water, y,.., 1J a nd 8 arc the depth of How, 
the average velocit,\', and the slop e, as bPfore, and t he sum indicated 
is taken over all values of w. 'l'he ratio of t hrse two quantities is 

(5) 

l<,igure 6 is a graph ol' k j)lotted against the ratio of P 8 to P1 for the 
data of ..l!'ig. 3. ln calculating the abscissa values, C has been taken 
as the average couccntnttion over the upper !l.) percent of the cen
ter profile of the flum e a nd l' has bcl' n taken as the average velocity 
at this profile. The data of J•'ig . 6 correlate in a qualitative way 
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but do not define a fun<•timtal relationship. Einste in and Chien ob
tained somewhat similar r rsults from plotting the data of Fig. 4 
and data obtained on the :.\Iissouri HiYer at Omaha. 

'l'he range in the ratio P.! P1 in Fig. 6 is 0.003 to 0.0:3, that is, 
the p ower to support the sand varies f rom 0.00:) to 0.03 of that 
required to overcome the fluid resistance o( the stream. 'l'he power 
to support the sediment seems compamtivcly small and, in view of 
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this, it is surprising that the sediment can have such a large effect. 
In lectures on turbulence Prof. J. M. Burgers has suggested that 
the turbulen ce components which arc effective in the transfer proc
ess may r epresent only a small part of the total turbulence energy; 
and since the en ergy to support the scdimeut must come from these 
components, CYen the withdrawal of the small energy to support 
the sediment can result in appreciable changes. 

DISTRIBUTION oF SusPENDED SEDrMEN'r 

'l'he equation for the distribution of suspended sediment with 
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TABLE I 
DA'l'A ~'OR CURVES 0}' FlO. 7 

Cone. at 
Size of reference 

Flow depth S lope suspended level ~ite of 
Exponen t Ym ft. sand Y = .05 Y

111 
n1c::tsure-

zl ft. per ft. rnrn . g m/ liter ments 

. 044 Missouri Rh·er 
0.16 9.9 .000125 to 0.134 at Omaha 

.062 10-1S-!i1 

.32 .590 .0012!) .10 6.95 Lahomtory 

.062 Missouri Ri,·er 
.43 7.7 .000121 to .240 at Omaha 

.074 10-17-:il 

.56 .295 .0012!i .10 3.20 L aboratory 

.81 .295 .00125 .10 17.0 L ahoratory 

.149 Missouri Ri,·er 
1.12 7.7 .000121 to 2.53 at Omaha 

.210 10-17-51 

.195 
1.93 .600 .00125 to .56 Laboratory 

.208 

settling velocity tv in a two-dimensional, steady, mfiform flow, which 
was first given by Rouse [9], is 

£ - [ y,-y _a_]" (6) 
Ca y y.,,-a 

in which C and Ca ar e t he concenteations at elevation y and a, r e
spectively, above the bed , y,. is the depth of flow and the exponent 
is 

tv 
z =---=== 

k\lr0 j p 
(7 ) 

the symbols being as defined p1·eviously. The form of Eq . (6) has 
been found to apply to laboratory studies in a flume, a r ectangular 
pipe (2], and in a natural stream [10]. However, the exponent z 
that fits the observations is u sually different f rom that given by Eq. 
(7 ) . The studies of the problem made thus far have not supplied 
an expr ession for the exponent that agrees with experiment. 

l<'igure 7 shows measured sediment distribut ion plotted against 

y-a . 'l'he curves r epresent the r elative concentration C! Ca calcu 
y,.-a 
lated from Eq. (6) using empirical values z1 of the exponent. The 
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measurements were made in the laboratory flume used to obtain 
the data of Pig. 3 and in the Missouri Hiver at Omaha jll ] under 
conditions listed in Table 1. It is seen that the tlata follow the form 
of Eq. (6) very well over the extreme range of conditions from a 
laboratory flume ·with flows a few inches deep to a large stream with 
flows almost ten feet d.eep. 

l<'igure 8 shows ZI plotted against the mean concentration for each 
of the four sets of tests in the :3:3-in. flume, results of which are also 
presented. in l<' igs. 1 and. :3. l<'igurc 9 shows similar data from tests 
by Ismail in a rectangular pipe 3 x J 0.5 in. Pigures a, b, and 8c 
indicate that z1 increases with concentration although there is con
siderable scatter in the results and no function is d.elincatecl. Pig
ure 8d indicates no significant change in z1 with C,,. Of the eight 
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sets of data of Fig. 9, all except the one of l•'ig. 9a show an increase 
in z1 with ('"'. Since the results of ten ot the twelve sets of experi
ments shown in F'igs. 8 and 9 indicate that z1 increases with Cm, 
it seems safe to conclude that this is a general tendency. An increase 
in z1 is to be CXJW<'tt'd from l~q. (7 ) s ince, as was shown above, k 
decreases with concentration. Inspection of Fig. 7 will show that 
as the ('Xponent z1 increases the concentration becomes less uni
form ly distributed over the depth or that clCj dy increases. 

'l'he di[crential equation for the d istr ibution of suspended ma
terial is gi \'en by 

dC 
wC + £8 -d = 0 

y 
(8) 

in which c8 

Solving l<~<t. 

is lhc l'Xehange or <.Liffus ion coefficient for sediment. 
(8) for c8 and intro<.Lucing Eq. ( 6) gives 
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'l'bis shows that for given values of w, y, and J/111 the exchange co
efficient <8 varies inversely as the exponent z1 . Since in each of the 
twelve sets of runs upon which Figs. 8 and 9 are based, the size of 
seiliment and the depth were kept the same, one can conclude that 
the exchange coefficient was reduced as the concentration increased. 
'l'hc above analysis a. sumes that w docs not change with concen
tration which, as pointed out by Laursen and Lin (7], is in error. 
'l'he highest concentration attained in the experiments was about 
30 grams per liter, which according to Laursen and Lin decreases 
w by about 20%. A decrease in w will actually decrease z and can
not explain the obsen·cd inereases in z shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 

The exchange coefficients <,. and <8 which are defined by Eqs. ( 3) 
and (8) arc related closely although there is not complete agreement 
on their exact relationship. 'l'heoretical consideration by von Kar
man I 12 J and Burgers [l:l] indicates that the coefficicn ts need not be 
the same; studies by Carstens [H] lead to the conclusion that <s can 
neYer exceed <,.. The writer found that the ratio of these coefficients 
could be greater or less than unity, Ismail found that <s was larger 
than<,. and Laursen and Lin concluded that the two coefficients were 
the same. Nevertheless, the form of the two functions seems to be 
about the same. 'l'he data presented in Pigs. 3 and 4 show that k, 
and hence <m, decreases as the concentration increases. l<'igures 8 
and 9 show that z1 increases with the concentration, whieh accord
ing to Eq. (9) means that <s decreases. }'rom this it scents reasonable 
to conclude that the coefficient <s like <,, is reduced by the damping 
effect of the suspended sediment on the turbulence. 'l'his is in dis
agreement with Laursen and Lin who conclude the sed iment has 
little or no effect on the fl.ow. 

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of experiments by t he writer and others, it is con
cluded that suspended sediment damps the turbulence of the flow 
in such a manner that both the exchange coefficients, <, for momen
tum and <8 for sediment, are reduced as the sediment concentration 
is increased. The friction factor of flow tends to be reduced "·hen 
£,.. is reduced but is increased by dunes forming at the bed. 'l'his 
means that the friction factor of sediment-laden flow may increase 
or decrease with sediment load depending on which of these factors 
is the larger. 

'l'hc accepted theory of suspended load, while being very useful 
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in analyzing sediment transportation problems, is inadequate to 
account for the effects of the sediment on the flow. 
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. Mitchell pointed out some of the difficulties in applying the 
1·esults of laboratory studies to the investigation of sediment trans
portation of natural streams, particularly that of the l\Iissouri 
River, now being made by the Omaha District of the Corps of En
gineers. The development of a suitable engineering procedure for 
computing the total sand transport of a stream. under nearly any 
ordinary set of hydraulic conditions has necessitated the considera
tion of transport of bed material along the stream bed as well as in 
suspension . The work has been largely directed toward verification 
of the applicability of basic fluid mechanics relations, such as Pro
fessor Vanoni has used, to specific conditions in a study reach of 
the Missouri l~i\'er at Omaha. S ince most of these relations are ap
plicable at present only to two-dimensional flow, measurements so 
far have been confined to single verticals at selectrd spots in a reach. 
Velocity and sediment concentration at successive depths from the 
water surface have been measured simultaneously. \Vater-surfacc 
slopes have been obtained from readings of stall' gages along the 
shores. 

A number of maps have been made by fathomcter of the river 
bed in the upstream 3,000 feet of the study rrach. Different bed 
conditions correspond to significantly different values of Manning's 
n. Most of the velocity and sediment measur ements have been taken 
at single verticals located in a comparatively flat area in the left 
half of the channel. 'fhe total suspended sediment concentration of 
the l\Iissouri Hiver on the days when measurements were made 
ranged from about 8 down to 3 grams per liter ( 8000 to 3000 ppm.). 
The sands constituted 30 percent or less of this concentration. 

l<'rom the equation 
1t• 

k -93 -- ...... N 

in which 1t• = (gdS) 112 and N is the slope of semi-logarithmic plot 
of the measut'ed velocity distl'ibution, a plot was made of k against 
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concentration (Fig. 10). Ko particular trend is apparent. IIowever, 
a plot of z1 , the slope of the logarithmic plot o[ the measured dis
tribution of a certain size of sediment against concentration indi
cates a possible decrrase in z 1 with increased concentration (if one 
questionable Yalue is omitted) as well as with the anticipated de
crease with decreasing grain size. 

Althou gh the measur rd sediment distributions are found to fit the 
familiar distribution law, considerable difficulty has been found in 
obtaining consistent values of JY. l<' igure 11 s hows the variation in 
both the velocity and sediment di;;tributions on two successive days 
when the discharge was nearly the same . . Although the point ve
locities scatter, the slopes of the velocity uistribut ions arc fairly 
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FIG. 11. VARIA'l'ION 0~' Yr:LOC'l'l'Y AN I) SEDI~IEN'l' DIS'l'RIRU1'10N WITH VELOC'ITY 

CHANm:s, MrssoUiu ~Hrv~:It A'r OMAHA, NEB itASKA. 

definite. 'l'he Yalues of X , although fairly consistent for successive 
runs at the same point on each day, differ radically on the two clays. 
Sediment data taken on 20 August were fragmentary and there is 
a question as to the validity of' onr of the two sediment distl·ibu
tions that wen• obtained. It has been found on other days that there 
is good agrerment in z.~ even if N varies w idely. 'l'heor.r gives two 
relations between 1t* and k in terms of easily measured parameters 

w tt* N 
ku* = - and - = -

z1 k 2.3 

'l'he actual nature of these relations for various flow conditions has 
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been and appar ently will continue .for some time to be the major 
problem in field studies of sediment movement. 

An example of t.he difference in vertical velocity and sediment dis
tributions on hydr aulically rough and smooth beds in the Missouri 
River may be interesting in light of Professor Vanoni 's d iscussion 
of frictional resistance. On 1 October, measurement were made 
for such a compari. on. Plots of the vertical d istributions, shown on 
Fig. 12, indicate an increased degree of turbulence in an area in 
which sand waves occurred OYer that in a flat area b~· the greater 
irregularity of the wlocity d istributions and a lower value of N, 
but a more-uniform distribution of d iffer ent sizes of sediment f r om 
bed to surface. It should be notl;'d that there is a cons iderably lower 
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velocity and lrss srdiment movr nwnt in the sand wave area than 
there is in th r flat area less than 200 f eet away . 

In a fortheoming paper on this subject 1\h. Mitchell hopes to pre
Sl'nt m ore da ta to assist in the r \·aluation o f sus pended sedimr nt 
transport thror·y in the field . 

::\ft-. Laursen statrd that exJw rirnents at the l owa Institute on the 
transport o f susp ended sedinw nt have produced da ta which in 
gener al a rc s imilar to t hose pr·C'se n ted. The interpreta tion which 
has been g iven those data, however , is quite difT"ercnt. One impor
tan t differ ence in the eolHlud o f the experiments should be men
t ioned . The r xpr rinw nts at t hr Iowa Inst itute have been conducted 
with a bed of sedimen t in the cha nne l. - this bed th en being f r ee to 
form dun rs or ripples as conditions di ctate. 

Pigure 1:3 shows the variation or [, lc, and m (from v = Cy' l "') 
as correla ted with the conccntnttion and the r elative roughness. It 
is believed that the con cla tion of these quant ities \\i th r elative 
r oughness is Oll l' of cause and <•ftel"t . • \fr. Hand 's experiments on the 
correlat ion o r tlH• variation off a nd k with r elat i\'C rou ghness men 
tioned in hi.· di;;<·ussion of Zingg's papct· r einfor ce t his con clusion, 
since his exJw r·imcnt s wl'r e eonfined to clear water . The r oughness 
elements used by 1\1 r·. R and d i fl'ered geomctri ca ll y from the dune 
form, but the same t rend is evident. 

'l'bc appan•nt <·o tTe lation o t' [ , k , and 111 with corwentration is be
l ieved to be t h<• r esul t of eorH:Pnln1tion Yarying with roughness. In 

FJG. 1 3 . ]h~l,A'I'ION O t' CO:SOC'(;N'I'I<.\'l' ION \\'l'l'H lh~LA'l'lVE R OUG-II NI-:SS, F LU:.JE 
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fact, it is bel ievecl that r o11ghness is one of t he most important fac
tors in the entrainment phenomenon. That roughness is not the only 
requirement for a high concentration is apparent from the two runs 
for zero con centration. These runs wrrc made by forming a rough 
bed and then reducing the velocity until almost no sediment was in 
suspension. The f, k, and m values for these runs are ample evidence 
that r elative roughnrss and not concentration is the cause of the 
variation of these quantities. 

'!'be Iowa rxperimcnts show •• ; ., ''alues greater than unity-agree
ing with the data pt·cscnted in Mr. Vanoni 's paper. Even with the 
fall velocity corr ected for the actual size of particles in suspension 
and for concentration , •• ; .,. is greatrr than unity. :Moreover, the 
same values result whether the concentration distribution is derived 
from a logarithmic or an exponential velocity distribution. 

::\Ir. Beckman remarked that alluvial streams, such as the Mis
souri and Mississippi H.ivers, m·e subject to large shifts in the stage
discharge relation during changing flows. '!'he LJ. S. Geological Sur
vey has attempted to find the causes for such shifting, with little 
success. As a rule, the stage-d ischarge relation moves to the left 
during flood periods. Tt is not thought that chan ge in slope could 
be the primary cause, as the streams cannot change slope appre
ciably from one stage to anot her. It must, then, be caused by either 
changes in the cross-sectional area, roughness of th e bed, or both. 

Mr. Rand (in referring to Mr. Laursen's discussion) said that 
since he worked with clear water, the variation of the k value could 
n ot be explained by the influence of suspended sediment. 'l'he k 
value proved to be a function of relative roughness and of the shape 
of the roughness. Since thrrc is a great variation possible in the 
shape of roughness, a general law for variation of k with r elative 
roughness has not been dew loped. It would also be very difficult 
to learn the constancy of the k- value by plotting the Nikuradse 
data, because for that study the relatiYe roughness was low 
( 1·0j k > 15 ) and it is n ot generally possible to get much exactitude 
by r eading the k value from semi-logarithmic plotting. 

ln con cluding, Mr. Vanoni said that he was acquainted with the 
fine work that l\1r. Mitchell and his associates are doing on the Mis
souri River and was glad to see the results obtained so far. 'l'hese 
studies, which, as far as he knows, are the most detailed ever con
ducted on a major stream, are serving to confirm some of the rela
tions developed in the laboratory and to indicate where such r ela-
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tions are not applicable. At the same time new information on the 
behavior of streams is being obtained which will serve to guide 
research in this field. }leasurements on rivers, although very ex
pensive, are necessary to test the results of small-scale laboratory 
experiments. It is through this process of laboratory developments 
and field testing that the means to predict the behavior of streams 
will gradually be attained. 'l'hc fact that there is no particular cor
relation between concentration and k in Mr. Mitchell's measure
ments should not be taken as a final result, in view of the difficulties 
of obtaining consistent values of k in the labor-atory as well. 

'l'he experimental results presented by :Mr. Laur-sen showing re
lations between k, 111 and f and the relative roughness are very in
teresting, and it is hoped that he will report them more completely 
in the near future since they will help to clarify the problem of 
sediment movement. 'l'he strongrst evidence to support his idea that 
relative roughness is one of the most important factors in entrain
ment is obtained from the interesting results of Mr. Rand showing 
that k, rn, and f for clear water flows also correlate with relative 
roughness. 

Figure 1 shows that it is possible to reduce f as the concentration 
increases, while at the same time (Pig. 3) the k values are decreas
ing. Equation ( 4) shows t he relation between f, k, and k, and in
dicates that an increase in k. might be overshadowed by a decrease 
in k with the over-all result that f would decrease. In the experi
ments represented in Figs. 1 and 3, the relative roughness of the 
bed certainly did not increase for the low concentrations and prob
ably actually decreased due to deposit of fine sand in the bed which 
was roughened with 0.88 Jlllll sand. At the higher concentrations the 
bed roughness was increased by the formatio n oC dunes, yet the 
friction factor still decreased. If, as 1\Ir. Laursen suggests, the de
crease in k is due to an increase in the relative roughness, then in 
this case one cannot explain a continuous decrease in k while the 
bed roughness first decreased and then increased. 'l'herefore, it still 
seems reasonable to ascribe the ch ange in k to tl1e suspended sedi
ment, although the writer agrees that other factors may be entering. 
As pointed out by Mr. Laursen, his experiments were made with 
the bed completely covered with san<l, while in many of the experi
ments diseu sed in this paper very little sediment was on the bed. 
Although this difference coulu account for some difference in the 
results, it does not seem likely that it would account for the di-
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versity of ideas on the explanation of the observed effects. A final 
resolution of the differences must wait until more complete data ar e 
available. 

1\Ir. Beckman's account of h is experiences with ch anges in stage
disch arge relationships for rivers during floods is interesting and 
can very likely be expla ined , at least in part, by changes in bed 
r ou ghness and intr\'nal effects as represented by the variation of 
k. A more comp lete d iscuss ion of t h is problem would be useful to 
workers in sediment transportation and gener al river regulation. 
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